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1. Executive Summary
This document corresponding to deliverable DEL04 ‘Pilot's assessment’ is produced in the context of Task
A2005, Pilots' evaluation. The document provides information about the overall assessment of the pilots
as well as useful recommendations for further improvements. In this deliverable, CERTH and Taxiway
provide the main input for Thessaloniki’s pilot while FACTUAL and Municipality of Sant Cugat dealt with the
sections related to Sant Cugat’s pilot. KTH contributes to the analyses evaluation of the results for both
pilots and Groupito participates in the technical part of the evaluation validating the bacteriological
efficiency of the disinfection systems.
Thus, in the second part of the document the evaluation methodologies followed during the assessment
process for both pilots in Thessaloniki and Sant Cugat are described in details. In Thessaloniki, the
geopositioning data collected through the application’s back-office during the pilot’s implementation were
preprocessed and reconstructed in order to keep the valid data for the extraction of precise and realistic
outcomes through the analysis. In Sant Cugat, the data generated by the pilot were collected through the
Ne-Mi app back-office. The back-office has several sections that allow the service operator to have a clear
vision of the different routes, services and users that are booking trips and, therefore, to be able to analyse
different types of data and to obtain the main KPIs of the service.
The results of the pilots’ evaluation are presented in the third chapter of this deliverable and combined
with graphic representations. The evaluation results based in the KPIs as they have already been presented
in DEL02 are further analysed. Furthermore, mobility trajectory data and movement patterns are analysed.
Comparative analyses among alternative travel options are also carried out. Except of the valuable
outcomes extracted through the KPIs’ analysis, it is important to note that both users in Thessaloniki and
the companies and operators in Sant Cugat were expressed their interest in continuing the service after
the end of the restriction measures due to COVID-19.
Finally, regarding the disinfections systems the bacteriological tests performed before and after UVC
disinfection showed a reduction of more than 97% in the Staphylococcus aureus strain on the contact
points for both on-demand and continuous disinfection. Given the fact that each disinfection process in
the CommINSAFE project was lasting much more time than the one needed to reach the minimal UVC dose
of 5mJ/cm2 needed to kill 99% Covid-19, we conclude that the project contributed successfully to the
elimination of Covid-19 thanks to the disinfection solutions used in the shared mobility schemes.
The conclusions and lessons learnt are critical points for the project’s progress since they will contribute to
the optimisation of the business model in A2006 ‘’Business model and scalability’’ ensuring the selfsustainability and the scalability of the services and enhancing the possibility of their future usage in other
cities.
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2. Pilots’ evaluation methodology
2.1.

The carpooling, ridesharing and DRT services in Thessaloniki

In this chapter the methodology followed for the evaluation of the participants’ geopositioning data
collected during the pilot’s implementation in Thessaloniki is described in detail.

The pre-processing step
Due to the technical characteristics of the mobile app that supports the carpooling service, some data
collection problems were raised as described below.
More precisely, when each passenger joined the trip, the click of a button through the mobile application
that allowed the trajectory’s recording was required. However, most of the times, users omitted to click
the button and thus, the system failed to record the trip. In order to recover some of the missing records
a reconstruction of the data was performed during the preprocessing step. The final trip records saved
were 122 related to morning routes and 48 related to evening ones out of the initial 139 and 113
respectively.
Preprocessing and reconstruction steps were performed made through multistep approaches that use
typical methods for start-stop detection for trajectory data. At first, the detection of the origin, destination,
and pick up stops into the trajectory was required. The next step was the identification of the actual
timestamp that the trip started and completed. This step was crucial for a better estimation of trip duration
because sometimes users forgot to close the app when they arrived at their destination. Finally, reasonable
bounds for trip duration and distance were extracted based on the proposed path of the app. With the use
of those bounds the extraction and restored of invalid trajectories was feasible.
These invalid trips were either driver’s trips or passenger trips. In case the driver’s trip was invalid the
restore of the trip was not feasible and as consequence the whole carpool cluster was removed from the
set. On the other hand, the invalid passengers’ trajectories could be extracted by replacing them with the
driver's data, from the meeting point and on.
Using these techniques, the final data set contains reliable and unbiased data that allow the extraction of
precise and realistic outcomes through the analysis. Nevertheless, an underestimation of the carpooling
system actual volume is expected due to the loss of some invalid routes.
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Evaluation Model Inputs
There are four datasets used in the evaluation model: user data, person-trip data, trajectory data and Public
Transport (PuT) data. The user dataset includes each user’s home and work location, desired arrival and
departure time, role (driver or passenger). The person-trip is defined as a single one-way transfer of a
person with the service, irrespective of the number of passengers in the vehicle. Trip dataset includes all
the trip data such as the location and time for start and end of each trip.

Figure 1: A trip example from home to work

A trip example is shown in Figure 1. There is some distance between home/work and start/end location.
That’s due to the trip’s start and end being aligned with the time when the user gets on/off the car. User
walking from home/work to start/end location is not recorded in the trip data.
The Trajectory dataset includes GPS tracks for each trip, which helps to reconstruct the trajectory in Figure
1. The PuT dataset includes each passenger’s hypothetical PuT trajectory (name, id, location for each stop)
and total duration from the start location to the end location that he/she would have taken had he/she
been travelling by public transport.
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Evaluation Model Methodology
As shown in Figure 2, the inputs are processed in the following steps.
1.

2.

Identify and reduce noise in the GPS tracks in the Trajectory dataset. The GPS data came from a
user through the CommINSAFE app, which is not precise enough to be directly matched to the
road network.
Map match each trajectory to the road network in order to interpolate the continuous movement
of the vehicle on the road network. The map matching method used by the methodology is a
state-of-the-art probabilistic method that is robust to the GPS errors.

Figure 2: Flow chart of the evaluation model.

3.
4.

Identify both driver trips and passenger trips by correlating user role information in the user
dataset and Trip information in the trip dataset.
Using the distance/time-based trajectories, calculate each trip’s on-car distance and duration.
Using Google routing API to simulate walking trajectory before the trip start and after the trip end,
calculate each trip’s walking distance and duration. Based on these trip statistics, calculate total
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distance and total duration for each trip. Based on simulation trajectory by public transport in PuT
dataset, calculate passenger’s on-PuT distance and duration, total duration of traveling by PuT.
Based on coefficients for CO2 emissions1 calculate the distance weighted emissions for carpool
trajectory, driving trajectory and PuT trajectory. The last two trajectories have the same home and
work location with the carpool trajectory, just simulated using different modes. The coefficients
under different conditions are shown in Table 1Error! Reference source not found..

Table 1: Coefficients of CO2 emission.

A carpool trajectory can be divided into four parts based on the number of persons in the car,
which have different CO2 emission coefficients. Then the related carpool emissions can be
calculated as:
𝑛=4

𝐶𝑂2 = ∑ 𝐶𝑂2𝑖 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 /𝑖

(1)

𝑖

For the car driving trajectory, there is only one person in the car. The emissions can therefore be
calculated as:
𝐶𝑂2 = 0.1565 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

(2)

For the PuT trajectory, it is assumed that the average vehicle capacity (v/c) of bus is 0.42 based
on the average v/c of all bus lines in Thessaloniki in 2018. The emission can be then calculated
as:
𝐶𝑂2 = 6.779 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑜𝑛−𝑃𝑢𝑇 /(70 ∗ 0.42)

5.

1

(3)

Using the statistics calculated in step 4, calculate evaluation KPIs: Punctuality, Passenger's timesaving, Detour distance and time, Passenger's car emissions reduction, Passenger's PuT
emissions reduction, Passenger's infection exposure reduction, Driver's idle distance and time,
Driver's Average Vehicle Occupancy (AVO) weighted by time/distance, Driver's car emissions
reduction. The infection exposure reduction for the passenger is the difference between
infection exposure of carpool trajectory and that of PuT trajectory. In order to calculate the
infection exposure, we use the following two parameters: fill factor and time. Fill factor has the
range of 0 to 1, e.g., the fill factor of a car with 3 people is 0.75. It differs as the number of persons
in the vehicle changes. When it comes to PuT, the fill factor can be explained as v/c. The time

Transport Network Measures: https://www.transportmeasures.org/ntmcalc/v4/basic/index.html#/
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refers to the duration of different fill factor. The infection exposure for carpool trajectory can be
calculated as:
𝑛=4

(4)

𝐼𝑅𝑐𝑝 = ∑ 𝐹𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖
𝑖

The infection exposure for PuT trajectory can be then calculated as:
𝑛

𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑢𝑇 = ∑ 𝐹𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 2

(5)

𝑖

Due to the large flux of passengers that get on and off the bus at each station and due to the fact
that as a PuT participant one has no knowledge about the fellow passengers on the bus such as
for example their health condition or daily interactions with others, the infection exposure in PuT
is modeled as a quadratic formula in the time that is spent in public transport vehicles during the
trip.

Evaluation Model KPIs Definitions
Punctuality: The difference between the trip’s start and end time in the Trip dataset and user’s desired
arrival time in the user dataset. Negative value indicates that the actual time of arrival is later than the
desired time and vice versa. Unit: minutes.
Detour distance and time: Use Google routing API to simulate users’ driving distance and time between
home and work. Get the difference between them and actual total distance and time. Distance unit:
kilometer. Unit: minutes.
Passenger’s time saving: The difference between the trip’s actual duration between home and work and
the simulated duration when taking public transport. Unit: minutes.
Passenger's car emissions reduction: The difference between passenger’s actual CO2 emissions (using
carpool) and the simulated CO2 emissions if driving alone. Unit: kilograms.
Passenger's PuT-emission reduction: The difference between passenger’s actual CO2 emissions (using
carpool) and the simulated CO2 emissions if taking public transport. Unit: kilograms.
Passenger's infection exposure reduction: The difference between passenger’s actual infection exposure
(using carpool) and the simulated infection exposure if taking public transport.
Driver's idle distance and time: The distance and duration when there are no passengers in the car.
Driver's AVO weighted by time or distance: The average vehicle occupancy of the car weighted by the
total time duration or distance.
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Driver's car-emission reduction: The difference between driver’s actual CO2 emissions (using carpool) and
the simulated CO2 emissions if driving alone. Unit: kilograms.

2.2.

The DRT service in Sant Cugat del Valles

As explained in the deliverable DEL03 – Completed tests of Sant Cugat Pilot, FACTUAL has designed a
process to evaluate the performance of the pilot based on several sources of information, coming from the
different stakeholders that took part in the pilot.

On-demand service app back-office
First of all, and thanks to the options that the Ne-Mi app can offer, we can collect and analyse some of the
data generated by the pilot through to the app back-office. The service operator can control the operations
by means of this online platform:

The back-office has several sections that allow the service operator to have a clear vision of the different
routes, services and users that are booking trips and, therefore, to be able to analyse different types of
data and to obtain the main KPIs of the service. In the "users" section, is it possible to have access to the
complete list of registered users of the service and their personal information, which can be edited, and
new users can also be created, while meeting the GDPR.
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The main goal of the "vehicles" section is checking the list of the different vehicles in operation and the
number of seats of each type (prepared for reduced mobility or not). It is also a proper tool to have a control
of the number of passengers in real-time, which is an asset for the pandemic stages due to:
•
•

Proper option to define a framework of contacts’ traceability in case of COVID outbreak.
Close the virtual seat reservation in case of the number of passengers would have an impact on
security distance.

In the "cities" section, the different areas where on-demand bus services are operating are displayed. The
edit button allows the operator to access the map of stops and modify them.
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The "services" section shows the list of on-demand lines created on the platform and gives the service
operator access to modify their design and other features that affect the operation.

By clicking on the edit button for any of the services showed in the screen, the operator can change its
name and maximum duration and edit the possible routes between each of the stops.
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Through the “calendar” section the service operator can define the expeditions that the service will have
and assign vehicles and drivers to each one.

The "Expeditions" section lists all expeditions created from existing reservations. By clicking on "see
expedition" the operator can check their stops and route. This is a useful tool for calculating CO2 emissions.
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The "Reservations" section shows all the reservations and some of their details (such as the sources and
destination stops), and the operator can edit and create new ones.

The app background allowed us to integrated the formerly defined KPIs for this pilot:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total number of km in service in both directions: Barcelona – Sant Cugat and Sant Cugat –
Barcelona.
CO2 emissions saved in comparison with a conventional operational scheme
Total number of driving minutes during the service in both directions: Barcelona – Sant Cugat and
Sant Cugat – Barcelona.
Number of commuters by each journey.
Number of commuters getting on the bus by station.
Registered persons in the application form (Signed/no signed)
Total number of bookings
Total number of trips
Punctuality of the bus
Bus occupation by trip

Stakeholders’ assessment
As it is analysed in the Results section of this document, apart from these KPIs obtained through the Ne-Mi
app, FACTUAL has also conducted several interviews with users and companies involved in the service. The
main objective was to analyse their satisfaction level with the service and their potential interest towards
using this service in the future.

3. Results
3.1.

The carpooling, ridesharing and DRT services in Thessaloniki

Descriptive statistics
In the first subsection a descriptive analysis is performed including results about the users’ profile as well
as about the pilot implementation such as the number of participants and person-trips and the average
trip duration and distance. In this analysis the initial dataset before the pre-processing step is used in order
to have an overall image of the actual implementation data of the pilot.
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Thus, a total number of 20 employees of CERTH participated in the pilot. Regarding their profile, 40% of
them are males and 60% females. The majority of the participants (45%) are HIT’s employees. 25% of them
works in ITI, 15% works in CPERI, 10% works in INAB and just 5% works in the central administration.

5%
10%
40%
45%

25%

60%

15%
Men

Women
HIT

CPERI

ITI

INAB

Central Administration

Figure 3: a) Participants’ gender distributions and b) Participants’ working Institute

The maximum number of participants and person-trips per day was 19 and 30 respectively on the 19th of
October but it was gradually decreased until the stop of the pilot in the beginning of November due to the
increasing restrictions in traveling due to the coronavirus situation which ended with a full lockdown in
November.

Users and person-trips per day
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

users
trips

Figure 4: Users and person-trips per day

By the stop of the pilot at the end of October, 339 person-trips were scheduled but 252 were completed,
a percentage of about 74%. These person-trips correspond to 132 cluster trips. This means a decrease of
about 48% in vehicle trips if we assume that all the participants would use their own vehicle to commute.
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The Figure 5 presents two cluster-trips performed in the morning of the 19th of October when the maximun
number of trips were observed, where the orange points show the participants’ origin points (home
adresses), the blue points show the pick-up points and the purple ones the destination points (for the
drivers there is no pick up point, only home adress). Figure 6 presents all the cluster-trips performed in the
morning of that day.

Figure 5: Two cluster morning trips on the 19th of November
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Figure 6: All the cluster morning trips on 19th of November
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As described above the total number person-trips stored after the pre-processing step was 170 out of 252.
The following figures are based on these processed data in order to have outputs related to the valid data
and not to the whole dataset. As presented in Figure 7 the average duration of the 170 finally stored
person-trips is 18.83 minutes.

Figure 7: Trip duration distribution histogram

One of the objective function’s elements that the matching algorithm tried to optimise was the walking
distance of the passengers from their home to the meeting point where they were picked up form the
driver in the morning and from the meeting point back to their home in the evening. Thus, the majority of
the participants, about 81%, walked up to 800 meters to reach their pick up points/home in the
morining/evening as presented in Figure 8. Also, about 53% of the participants had time deviations up to
15 minutes from their desired departure/arrival time from/to home (Figure 9).

Figure 8: Walking from home/meeting point to meeting point/home distance pie
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Figure 9: Time deviation in passengers’ departure/arrival time

The distribution of the trips performed was as following in Figure 10:
✓ 19.32 % of the trips performed only with the drivers (all the passengers had cancelled their trips)
✓ 69.32% of trips were performed with 2 passengers including driver
✓ 10.23% of trips were performed with 3 passengers including driver
✓ 1.14% of trips were performed with 4 passengers including driver

Figure 10: Distribution of the trips per no of passengers (incl. driver)
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Figure 11: a) Average number of Passengers per trip, b) Weekly variation in the average vehicle occupancy per trip

The average number of the passengers (incl. driver) per trip is 1.83 passengers (Figure 11 a).

Figure 11 b presents an increase of 12.82% in the average vehicle occupancy per trip during the second
week was slightly decreased (-2.29%) during the third week. A rapid fall of 23.88% was observed during the
last week of the pilot due to the increasing restrictions in traveling due to the coronavirus situation which
ended with a full lockdown in November.
Regarding the itinerary, the destination of all the trips was CERTH facilities as it is presented in the heatmap
of origin/destinations points in Figure 12. The origin points were not limited in a specific area. The areas
that concentrated the higher number of requests were the centre of the city and its eastern part.
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CERTH facilities

Figure 12: Heatmap of the origin/destination points

With regards to the clusters when no driver was available, or when the driver cancelled the trip in the last
minute, these were served by a taxi or the van of the taxi association in a DRT fashion way. The van and a
driver were always stand by during the morning and evening periods were the trips were held, while in the
case of sending a taxi it would be any of the Taxiway drivers in the zone at that moment. This was important
in order to gain the trust of the users that the service would be executed in any case, since they should be
at their working places on time. In total 16 trips were covered by the taxi association.
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Evaluation Model KPI Results and Discussion
The drivers’ trips data is made of five drivers’ trips on several days. The KPIs are averaged for each driver’s
trips and the results are shown in Figure 13. There are seven KPIs in this figure: punctuality, detour time,
detour distance, idle duration, idle distance, AVO time weighted and AVO distance weighted. The time
unit is minutes and the distance unit is kilometers in each case. Compared with the other three people,
user 3 and user 4 are more punctual with only around 1-minute delay compared to the desired arrival
time. user 5 has the most detour time and detour distance. He/she also has the idlest distance and idle
time. This means user 5 may take a lot of time to pick up passengers.
The AVO for all drivers is relatively small, four of them less than 2. That is happening due to the lack of
many passengers’ trips, i.e., for a trip cluster with one driver and three passengers, there may be only one
driver and one passenger’s trajectory data valid. Due to this problem, finally there is only 86 driver trips
and 84 passenger trips, while in reality, the number of passenger trips should be much larger than that of
driver trips.

Figure 13: KPIs of driver trip data.
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Figure 14: Emission reduction for different drivers.

The emissions’ reduction for each driver is shown in Figure 14. This is the quantity of CO2 emissions one
person will save if he/she takes carpool instead of driving.
All the values are quite small, less than 1g in a trip. Thus, the carpooling system contributes to the
reduction of about 0.27 g CO2 per person-trip.
The passengers’ trips data is made of 12 passengers’ trips on several days. The KPIs of each passenger’s
trips are averaged and the results are shown in Figure 15. There are four KPIs in this figure: punctuality,
time saving compared with taking public transport, detour time and distance compared to driving. We
can see that users 2 and 12 can arrive from 20 to 30 minutes earlier than the desired arrival time while
user 3 arrive 30 minutes later than his desired arrival time. User 2 saves the most time using the carpool
system compared to taking public transport. The average time saving for all the passengers reaches about
30 minutes, which reflects the advantage of the carpool system. However, the detour time of user 9 is
nearly 50 minutes compared to driving, which means it may be suitable for user 9 to drive instead of
taking carpool.
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Figure 15: KPIs of the Passenger trip data.

The emissions decrease when a user prefer PuT instead of carpooling as shown in Figure 16. Negative
value indicates that PuT generates less CO2 than the carpooling system. Although the majority of users
generates more CO2 emissions, they have much less infection exposure when they prefer the carpooling
rather than PuT. In Figure 16, user 9 has the most infection exposure reduction while the infection
exposure reduction of user 3 and 12 is relatively small in both cases.

Figure 16: Emissions decrease and infection exposure reduction for each passenger.
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The results of the common KPIs of drivers and passengers averaged by week as shown in Figure 17.
There are five KPIs: for car distance and duration, detour distance and duration, and punctuality. As shown
in Figure 17, there is not much difference between weeks for four of them, while the punctuality obviously
varies between the weeks. The trips in week 2 (2020/10/5 ~ 2020/10/9) are punctual on average but the
trips in week 4 (2020/10/26 ~ 2020/10/30) are 7.73 minutes late compared to the desired arrival time.

Figure 17: Common KPIs averaged by week.

The total average KPIs are summarised in Table 2. The drivers and passengers have evaluation KPIs
together and separately. The common KPIs are shown in the row for each user.

Car-pooling Evaluation KPIs
Each user

Driver

Passenger

Detour_time

Detour_distance

Punctuality

14.54

0.78

-3.03

Idle_duration

Idle_distance

AVO_timeweighted

AVO_distweighted

Emission_reduction

3.75

1.14

1.75

1.83

0.00027

Time_save_PT

Emis_car_reduction

Emis_PT_reduction

Infection_Exposure

Put_IE

IE_reduction

33.50

0.00030

-0.46296

9.03

394.24

385.20

Table 2: Evaluations of KPIs on average for each user, driver and passenger.
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3.2.

The DRT service in Sant Cugat del Valles

KPIs obtained through the Ne-MI app.
Before analyzing the results, we would like to delimit the scope in which the pilot project was conducted.
It stared on the 13th of October and concluded on the 27th of November. This period was affected in
Catalonia and Spain by the Covid-19 second wave. The cases related to the pandemic were increasing by
the beginning of October and the recommendation provided by the public administrations included to carry
out teleworking activities when it was possible. This recommendation had an impact on the pilot
development as we can see in the indicators that FACTUAL has analyzed and affected mainly the central
weeks of the pilot were the bookings decreased.
Although suffering these inconveniences, the pilot reached the number of 27 active users with at least one
reservation. Analysing the reservations along the pilot, we can highlight several aspects:
•
•
•

There were several days (nine) with more than 10 reservations and the top day reached eighteen
reservations.
Fridays tend to be the day with the fewest reservations. Maybe some of these companies applied
a scheme of shorter hours in this working day as it is usual in many companies.
The central three weeks, were the recommendation of teleworking was stronger, were the ones
with less reservations.
35
30
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Figure 18: Number of active users
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Figure 19: Number of commuters per journey

Along the two months that the pilot was working, 86 expeditions (from Barcelona to Sant Cugat or the
contrary) with at least two seats booked, were carried out. In terms of number of total kilometres in service,
the bus travelled 2,084 km divided in the following way:
•
•

870 km from Barcelona to Sant Cugat
1.214 from Sant Cugat to Barcelona. There were two expeditions daily in this sense, so the number
of kilometres in this sense are 39,5% higher than in the other sense.

So, according to these data we can calculate the average kilometres per expedition, which is 24.4 km.
Doing the same analysis for the length of the trips, the bus was working for a total of 3,827 minutes divided
in the two types of expeditions:
•
•

1,665 minutes from Barcelona to Sant Cugat.
2,162 from Sant Cugat to Barcelona, which represents a 29,8% more than the other sense.

The average length of the trip per expedition is 44.5 minutes.
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Figure 20: Number of km in service

Total number of driving minutes during the service: 3,827 minutes, divided according the two senses of the
trips.
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Figure 21: Number of driving minutes during the service
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Figure 22: Number of expeditions

Analysing in detail the commuters and the stations that have been used, we can conclude several aspects:
•
•
•

There have been two main stations in Barcelona to take the bus: Francesc Macià (with 45 trips
started in this pick-up point) and Sants Estació (with 38).
The station of Plaça Espanya, although has reached a lower number of trips, represented a better
distribution in terms of employees from different companies.
Ferrer is the company where the employees used with higher frequency the service, reaching 76
trips for the sense Sant Cugat- Barcelona and 51 for the contrary sense. Sigma and Daba are the
runner-ups as companies that provided more commuters to the service.
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Figure 23: Commuters per station: Barcelona – Sant Cugat
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Figure 24: Commuters per station: Sant Cugat – Barcelona

KPIs from users’ and companies’ surveys
As stated before in this report, the pilot had 27 active users along the seven weeks of operation. This period
of time concurred with the Covid-19 second wave in Spain, so that the spanish and catalan governments
suggested to all the companies the prioritization for teleworking instead of presencial one.
First all, and according to the results coming from the users’ suvey carried out after the end of the pilot,
they have mostly used the service once or twice a week (56%) over more frequent options (39%). This
weekly usage fits with teleworking prioritization set by the governments.
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Figure 25: Frequency of service usage

More than the frequency of usage, a key aspect to be analysed for these kind of services in order to
understand how they are promoting a more mobility sustainable behaviour is the type of trips that have
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been replaced. It is very relevant to observe that 36% of pilot users were doing these trips, before the pilot,
by means of private car. This percentage means that in the way that these collective on-demand services
are developed in the near future in this area we will be seeing an important reduction of the number of
cars in the motorways and, thus, reduction in the pollution levels.
A 19% of users states that they were previously doing these trips through more than one mode of transport
(bus+train in this case), so the proposed service is offering a more suitable way to travel to their workplaces,
using just one mode.
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Figure 26: Modes of transport used before

Using the information above regarding the different modes of transport, it is possible to develop an
estimation of GHG emissions saved during the service demonstration using the methodology mentioned
above in Table 1. Below the Operational (direct and indirect) CO2 emissions by each mode of transport used
in the Sant Cugat pilot calculated for 20km:
•
•
•
•

Private car: 3.13 kgCO2/journey
Train: 1.08 kgCO2/journey
Mini-Bus: 1.03 kgCO2/journey
Carpooling (2 occupants): 1.56 kgCO2/journey

According to the international methodology, the bus service is the mode of transport with less impact
regarding GHG. The total saved emissions for the 271 journeys is:
•
•
•
•

98 users that left the car: -204.9 kgCO2
84 users that left the train: -4.2 kgCO2
51 users that left the train+car: -1.6 kgCO2
16 users that left the carpooling: -8.6 kgCO2
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The emissions of CO2 saved are 219 kg of CO2. In addition, the efficient itineraries and pick-up points saved
158 kg of CO2 in comparison with a conventional operational bus service scheme, as it was calculated by
Ne-MI application.
The users have a very high level of satisfaction with the pre-defined indicators asked in relation to the
vehicle itself. For its analysis, we would like to remark that we have used a 1-5 scale, where 1 is the lowest
rate and 5 is the highest one. The vehicle used for the pilot (a 24-seat bus provided by the company
Moventia) obtains an overall satisfacion over its comfort of 4.94 points as average, with 94% of responses
marking the highest level. In a flexible transport service like the one proposed in the pilot, the punctuality
arose as one of the most relevant factors for the users’ satisfaction and therefore for ensuring the
continuation of these services for long-lasting projects. The service punctuality obtains an average score of
4.72 points and 78% of users selected the maximum score.

Figure 27: Summary of the most important KPIs for the users

Considering the period when the pilot was working, the Covid-19 measures applied were important: 89%
of respondents understand that them have the highest level of importance (5-score) being the average
score 4.89 points.
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Figure 28: Satisfaction with bus indicators

When questioning users over other items regarding the app functionality they show good levels of
satisfaction: they rate the app functionality with an average score of 4.78 and, the option of previous
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bookings stands out as a signifcant element of the pilot, since 89% rated it with the highest score and
obtained an average score of 4.83 points.
Another relevant factor for the on-demand services is to give users as much information as possible over
the bus positioning. In this senses, users are very satisfied with the information of bus real time position
provided by the app, since this item is rated with an average score of 4.67 points and 78% with the highest
score.
The client service provided obtains as well a good evaluations: the average score obtained by users is 4.70.
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Figure 29: Satisfaction with app indicators and client service

Apart from the pilot, where users didn’t pay for the service, the development of an on-demand service B2B
like this one requires to work on the most suitable income scheme where different stakeholders (users,
companies, municipalities) are included. Therefore, we need to know their perspectives regarding
payments for this service. We asked users whether they were willing to pay for this service and the amount
they would pay: half of participants were considering suitable a price between 1€-2€ per trip. This price a
little bit lower than a single ticket for using public transport in Barcelona (2.40€) and goes in line of the
proportional price of the integrated card T-Casual offers for 10 trips (11.35€).
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Figure 30: Willingness to pay (companies)

As their level of satisfaction with the service is so high, they would encourage their companies to continue
with the service, as 83% of users agrees with that statement.
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Figure 31: The company should provide a service like this one

It is intetersting as well to go in depth with the users’s opinion, so if we analyse the qualitative data going
beyond the percentages, we can find several insights that can be useful for planning new projects like this
one. In this sense, we sould like to highlight the following ones:
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•

•

•

•

More schedules needed: “I really liked the bus service, it is very comfortable, fast and easy to use.
The only problem for me is the lack of flexibility in terms of schedules, at least 2 schedules in each
sense should be proposed."
Less commuting time and comfortability: “Very good alternative, above all, because it took much
less time to get the workpalce and due to the comfort of not having to make several transfers on
public transport. Unfortunately, the pilot test has not come at the best moment, since most
companies have prioritized teleworking. Hopefully go ahead!"
Preferred to other options: “My company also offers the trip for the employees but since it is
making stops for all users, it took about 1 hour for the last of us a trip of 25 min. Your service works
much better."
Payment integration: “The bus should work with the monthly metro card and also keep the booking
system. And there should be two schedules in the morning to go to St. Cugat."

In the case of the companies that took part in the pilot, their interest on taking part in a similar service for
their employees is high. They rate the participation of their employees with an average score of 4.0 points
and the interest on an on-demand bus service is reated with 4.5 points.
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4.5
4.0
4.0
3.5

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
Overall rating

Interest in the servie

Figure 32: Companies' opinion over the pilot

Like users’ opinion, the most mentioned price that they are willing to pay as companies for each trip of
their employees is between one and two euros, which has been stated by 75% of respondents.
We have also obtained several insights coming from companies, that have emphasized the importance of
having a similar service as talent retention tool for the company and, the advantage of this service over
current public transport offer.
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•

•

Cost and service advantage: "The cost of this service should not be very different from the cost of
public transport, although this service offers a direct route, and that is a clear advantage over
public transport."
Talent retention: "Important service to retain talent, bet on more sustainable mobility and to
improve accessibility for employees."

Feedback from driver and mobility operator
Likewise the feedback collected from users and companies, the operator company of the service
(Moventia) shows a complete satisfaction with the pilot. They rate with the top score (5 points) the general
assessment of the pilot, the assessment over the on-demand bus application and, they consider that a
corporate on-demand bus service incldung the employees of serveral companies should have continuity.

Figure 33. Mobility Operator feedback

What they value the most regarding the pilot is that is allowed them to confirm that a shared bus allows
the so-called “company transport” to reach workers from medium, small and even very small companies,
who could not financially maintain an individualized bus service for their workers exclusively. According to
their opinions, a shared bus like this one, offers SMEs the possibility of:
•
•
•

Improving the company image by includingn a service that benefits the employees well-being and
the environment.
Reducing employees strees by increasing productivity and motivation.
Increasing punctuality of the workforce by reducing labour absenteeism.

This pilot also encourages them to establish a standardized and simple protocol aimed at the contracting
companies of the service.
On the other hand they undersand that current processes to obtain administrative authorizations for these
kind of services becomes too comples. Pilot projects like this one, could encourage public administration
to simplify processes.
Moventia understands that the on-demand shared service is a modality that should be promoted and that
it has a clear rising market to cover. These services focused in industrial parks, allows to offer a sustainable
and safe transport with a user experience very close to a door-to-door service, for employees. According
to them it also allows to SMEs to offer sustainable transportation to their direct employees and to extend
it to temporarily or permanently subcontracted employees.
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Another aspect that Moventia highlights is that offfering a shared “company transport” also reduces gender
bias in SMEs by offering access to work without the need to have their own vehicle and improves the safety
of employees on their “in itinere” journeys.
The driver shows also a good satisfaction with the pilot. H rates as well with the top level scores the four
items that he was asked about: overall assessment, assessment over the on-demand bus app, reliability of
the information provided and, route and bus stops design.

Figure 34. Driver feedback

The driver also understands that the information and training provided in order to understand the ondemand bus application and how it works, was enough, since it is very usable and, considers it as a usefull
tool.

4. Evaluation of disinfection
systems
Regarding the bacteriological validation a specialized laboratory to conduct bacteriological tests before and
after UVC disinfection will be used. This laboratory is legally recognized for bacteriological tests for the food
industry and the hospitality sector. The laboratory collected samples in a random car before and after UVC
disinfection both with the on demand and continuous way and compare the number and types of bacteria
they found. The aim of the tests was to assess the bactericidal activity of the UV disinfection processes
carried out on a vehicle.
The tests have been carried out following the European EN 13697 standard "Disinfectants and chemical
antiseptics - Quantitative test of a non-porous surface for evaluating the bactericidal and/or fungicidal
activity of disinfectants and chemical antiseptics used in the food and industrial sectors, in domestic and
collective settings. - test method with no mechanical action or prescription - (Phase 2, step 2) – July 2019.
The tests were carried out according to the EN 13697 – July 2019 standard, and showed that subsequent
to treatment using the UV mobi on-demand procedure and the UVmobi Inside (continuous procedure), a
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logarithmic reduction could be observed in the Staphylococcus aureus strain on the contact points which
were tested. The contact points tested for the on-demand and the continuous disinfection procedures
were:
UVmobi on-demand
- Point n° 1 – front door: >5,82 log
- Point n°2 – upper side of the steering wheel: 1,62 log
- Point n° 3: touch screen: 2,28 log
- Point n° 4 – gear stick: 4,62 log
- Point n° 5 – back door: >5,9 log
UVmobi inside
- Point n° 1 – front door: 1,84 log
- Point n°2 – upper side of the steering wheel: 1,16 log
- Point n° 3: touch screen: 2,02 log
- Point n° 4 – gear stick: 2,54 log
The logarithmic reduction of the contamination was converted into "%" of reduction in order to be more
comprehensible and the results are presented in the following tables:
N° test point (UVmobi
on-demand)
1
2
3
4
5

Front door

Upper side of the
steering wheel

Touch screen

Gear stick

Back door

Reduction log

5,82

1,62

2,28

4,62

5,9

Reduction %

99,99984864

97,60116708

99,47519254

99,99760117

99,99987411

Average %

N° test point (UVmobi
inside

99,41473671

1

2

3

4

Front door

Upper side of the
steering wheel

Touch screen

Gear stick

Reduction log

1,84

1,16

2,02

2,54

Reduction %

98,55456023

93,08169029

99,04500741

99,71159685

Average %

97,5982137

1 log = 90% destruction of a germ, 2 log = 99% destruction of a ger, 3 log = 99,9% destruction of a ger, 4 log = 99,99% destruction of
a germ etc.

Table 3: log and % reduction in the Staphylococcus aureus strain after a) UVmobi on-demand and b) UVmobi inside
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The original documents of the tests’ results (in French) entitled ‘’Quantitative Test of a Non-Porous Surface
for Assessing the Bactericidal Activity of a Non-Mechanical Disinfection Process Using the NF EN 13697 –
July 2019 Standard with regard to Staphylococcus Aureus’’are attached in the Annex.
Direct tests with Covid-19 were not be conducted since a high security research center is needed for that.
However, it is known that the minimal UVC dose of 5mJ/cm2 needed to kill 99% Covid-19 is reached in 6
seconds. Given the fact that each disinfection process in the CommINSAFE project was lasting at least 120
seconds, we conclude that the project contributed successfully to the elimination of Covid-19 thanks to the
disinfection solutions used in the shared mobility schemes.

5. Conclusions and Lessons learnt
The main conclusions regarding Thessaloniki pilot are the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The users of the morning trips were more committed to the schedule compared to those of the
evening trips. This is due to changes in the departure times and destination points.
Although the drivers’ detours were avoided and the passengers walked to the meeting points the
desired timetables were kept.
In general, different users have different KPI results but on average, the car-pooling service
contributes to about 30 minutes time saving for each passenger per trip while ensuring that the
driver's detour time and detour distance are within an acceptable range.
Although the carpooling service increases the CO2 emissions compared to PuT, it greatly
contributes to the reduction of the infection exposure for the users, which was one of the main
project’s objectives. Consequently, this contributes to the reduction of the overall infection
exposure for all the CERTH’s employees.
Due to the the loss of some invalid routes, the results are calculated based on the 170 trips as they
were restored after the pre-processing step instead of the 252 initially recorded during the pilot
implementation. Thus, some KPIs, such as the average vehicle occupancy, may be underestimated.
The Greek government stated that the teleworking is recommended for all the companies due to
COVID-19 pandemic. This had a direct impact on the growing figures of the pilot and the
continuation of the service during the November.
The service is expected to be continued after the end of the restriction measures due to COVID19 since the assessment of the service by the users through the mobile application was quite
positive and the majority of them declare their interest to continue using the carpooling service.
The service is expected to have a dynamic operation in the future in order to serve a larger number
of employees.
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The main conclusions regarding Sant Cugat pilot are the following:
The document collects two different KPIs from the Sant Cugat pilot: information regarding the service
provided by on-demand mobile application and the surveys that FACTUAL has developed in order to know
the user acceptance, overall assessment from the companies including the willingness to pay and the
evaluation of the service from the driver and operator perspective.
•
•
•
•

On-demand service app let us know that the users do not use the commuting service as a roundtrip, which could have a clear impact (or a chance) in a future service development.
The demand was acceptable in order to meet security distance and it is considered very good
given the current situation where the teleworking is recommended by the government.
High level of satisfaction from the different stakeholders with excellent scores in all the attributes.
Both companies and operators are also interested in continue the service. Companies would like
to pay about 2€ per journey and person. The knowledge generated by the project has provided
highly interesting insights for the development of the business plan and the go-to-market strategy.

Regarding the disinfections systems, there was no technical problem during the pilots’ implementation, as
they worked as planned. The bacteriological tests performed before and after UVC disinfection showed a
reduction of more than 97% in the Staphylococcus aureus strain on the contact points for both on-demand
and continuous disinfection. Given the fact that each disinfection process in the CommINSAFE project was
lasting much more time than the one needed to reach the minimal UVC dose of 5mJ/cm2 needed to kill
99% Covid-19, we conclude that the project contributed successfully to the elimination of Covid-19 thanks
to the disinfection solutions used in the shared mobility schemes.
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ANNEX I
SURVEY TO USERS
Survey to users landing page:

The questions of this survey are the following:
The pilot of on demand corporate bus service with Covid-free conditions ends on November 27 and we
would be interested to know your opinion on different aspects of the service.
1. Frequency of use:
a) Every day
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b) Almost every day
c) Once or twice a week
d) Once or twice a month
e) I have not used the service
2. If he/she has not been used by the service, Why didn’t you use the service?
a) The itineraries did not suit my needs
b) Recommendation / Obligation to telework
c) Other reason: Indicate _______________
→ End of interview
3. If you have used the service.
General assessment of the service (scale 1-5)
From question 4 to 10, in table format:
4. Comfort and convenience of the vehicle (1-5)
5. Punctuality of the bus (departure and arrival) (1-5)
6. Importance of Covid measures (1-5)
7. On-demand bus application functionality (1-5)
8. Possibility of making prior reservation (1-5)
9. Real-time bus position information (1-5)
10. Customer service (1-5)
11. What mean of transportation do you use more often to go to work?
a) Bus
b) Bus + Train (FGC)
c) Bus + Car
d) Car
e) Shared car
f) Other mode of transport: _______________
12. What price per trip would you be willing to pay for this service?
a) Less than € 1
b) Between € 1 and € 2
c) Between € 2 and € 3
d) More than € 3

13. Do you think your company should provide an on demand bus service to its workers?
a) Yes
b) No
c) Another answer: ________________
14. Space to make a comment or suggestion: _______________________
We have received your responses. Thank you very much for your participation.
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SURVEY TO COMPANIES
Survey to users landing page:

The questions of this survey are the following:
The pilot of on demand corporate bus service with Covid-free conditions ends on November 27 and we
would be interested to know your opinion on different aspects of the service.
1. How do you assess the participation of workers from your company in the pilot test of on demand
corporate bus service? (scale 1-5)
2. What reasons do you think are most important to implement an on demand corporate bus service in
an area like Can Sant Joan? (Multi-answer question)
a) Improve accessibility and mobility of workers
b) Retain talent in the company
c) Bet on a more sustainable mobility
d) Other reasons
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Justification for the answer: ________________________________
3. What aspects could be a barrier to implement an on demand corporate bus service in an area such
as Can Sant Joan? (Multi-answer question)
a) Cost of the service
b) Labour mobility is not a problem for workers
c) Workers come from very different parts of the territory
d) Other reasons:
Justification for the answer: ________________________________
4. Are you interested in the implementation of an on demand bus service in case of lowering the
current restrictions due to the pandemic? (scale 1-5)
5. Does the company have a Business Mobility Plan or Travel Plan?
a) Yes
b) No
6. What price per trip would you be willing to pay for this service?
a) Less than € 1
b) Between € 1 and € 2
c) Between € 2 and € 3
d) More than € 3
7. Space to make a comment or suggestion: _______________________
We have received your responses. Thank you very much for your participation.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO THE MOBILITY OPERATOR (MOVENTIA)
1. Pilot general assessment (1-5)
2. General assessment of the on-demand bus application (1-5)
3. What aspects would you rate the most positive about the pilot?
4. What aspects of the pilot do you think have the greatest room for improvement?
5. Do you think that a corporate on-demand bus service with several companies could have continuity?
6. Space to make a comment or suggestion

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO THE DRIVER
1. Pilot general assessment (1-5)
2. General assessment of the on-demand bus application (1-5)
3. Reliability of the information provided by the app (1-5)
4. Satisfaction with the route and bus stops designed by the application (1-5)
5. Suitability of training done to the driver
6. Space to make a comment or suggestion
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2.

CONDITIONS D’ANALYSE

Objectif :
L’objectif de cet essai est d’évaluer l'activité bactéricide du procédé de désinfection par l’UV sur un véhicule.
Les essais ont été réalisés selon le protocole de la norme européenne EN 13697 "Désinfectants et
antiseptiques chimiques - Essai quantitatif de surface non poreuse pour l'évaluation de l'activité bactéricide
et/ou fongicide des désinfectants et des antiseptiques chimiques utilisés dans le domaine de l'agroalimentaire, dans l'industrie, dans les domaines domestiques et en collectivité. - Méthode d'essai sans action
mécanique et prescriptions - (Phase 2, étape 2) – Juillet 2019.

Date de début d’analyse : 29-10-2020
Méthode de neutralisation : Non applicable
Diluant neutralisant : Non applicable
Souche(s) de référence testée(s) : Staphylococcus aureus DSM 346
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Concentration(s) du ou des produits soumis à essai : Non applicable
Substance interférente : Non applicable
Diluant du produit utilisé au cours des essais : Non applicable
Température de contact : 15°C – 25°C (température ambiante)
Temps de contact : Défini par le client en fonction du procédé de désinfection
Température d'incubation : 37°C ± 1°C
Identification du ou des surface(s) : Voir tableau en §3.
Conditions de séchage : 28°C.
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IDENTIFICATIONS DES SURFACES
Identification de la surface
Point n°1 : Portiere avant

Point n° 2 : Dessus du volant

Point n° 3 : Ecran tactile

Point n° 4 : Levier de vitesse

Point n° 5 : Portière arrière
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ABRÉVIATIONS

10-x :

Nombre d'UFC comptées à la dilution x.

N:

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC

Nc :

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC par surface d'essai pour le témoin eau.

Nd :

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC par surface d'essai pour l'essai avec le produit.

R:

Réduction logarithmique observée : Nc-Nd
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Résultats
Micro-organisme d’essai : Staphylococcus aureus
Résultats en UFC/boite
Essai de validation

Type d’essai

Suspension
bactérienne d'essai
N
10-6 : 175 ; 179
10-7 : 22 ; 18

Essai sur
Procédé UV mobi
on-demand
N : 8,25
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Témoin point 1

Témoin point 2

Témoin point 3

Témoin point 4

Témoin point 5

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 66
10-5 : 10
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 51
10-5 : <1
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 27
10-5 : 4
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 119
10-5 : 2
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 79
10-5 : 6
10-6 : <1

6,6x105

5,1x105

2,7x105

1,2x105

7,9x105

NC : 5,82

NC : 5,71

NC : 5,43

NC : 6,08

NC : 5,90
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Micro-organisme d’essai : Staphylococcus aureus
Résultats en UFC/boite
Résultat d’essai
Type d’essai

Essai sur
Procédé UV mobi ondemand

Point 1
10-0 : <1
10-1 : <1
10-2 : <1
10-3 : <1
10-4 : <1

Nd : <0

Réduction (NC-Nd)
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R = >5,82 log

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

10-0 : >330
10-1 : >330
10-2 : 124
10-3 : 16
10-4 : <1

10-0 : >330
10-1 : 142
10-2 : 13
10-3 : <1
10-4 : <1

10-0 : 29
10-1 : <1
10-2 : <1
10-3 : <1
10-4 : <1

1,24x104

1,4x103

2,9x101

Nd : 4,09 log

Nd : 3,15 log

NC : 1,46 log

R = 1,62 log

R = 2 ,28 log

Point 5
10-0 : <1
10-1 : <1
10-2 : <1
10-3 : <1
10-4 : <1

R = 4,62

NC : <0 log

R = >5,90 log
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CONCLUSION

Les essais réalisés selon le protocole de la norme EN 13697 – juillet 2019, montrent qu’après
passage du procédé UV mobi on-demand, une réduction logarithmique est observée sur la souche
de Staphylococcus aureus sur les points de contact du véhicule testé :
-

Point n° 1 – Portière avant : >5,82 log
Point n°2 – dessus du volant : 1,62 log
Point n° 3 : Ecran tactile : 2,28 log
Point n° 4 – Levier de vitesse : 4,62 log
Point n° 5 – Portière arrière : >5,9 log
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Laboratoire d’essais :

Client :

HeX GROUP
Hygiene & Expertise SPRL
145, Porte des Bâtisseurs
B 7730 Estaimpuis

Groupito
83 rue Sedaine
75011 Paris

Rapport d’essais n° DEMD021-201029-HeX-01
GROU01-2-02-201029-1
ESSAI QUANTITATIF DE SURFACE NON-POREUSE POUR L'ÉVALUATION DE L'ACTIVITÉ
BACTÉRICIDE D’UN PROCÉDÉ DE DÉSINFECTION SANS ACTION MÉCANIQUE SELON LE PROTOCOLE
DE LA NORME NF EN 13697 – JUILLET 2019 VIS-À-VIS DE STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

Procédé de désinfection :
UVmobi Inside
Rapport d’essais approuvé par :

Signature numérique
de Quality Unit
Date : 2020.12.02
17:28:15 +01'00'

Confidentialité : toutes les informations relatives aux prélèvements et aux résultats ainsi que tout document et élément de dossier remis
par le client seront confidentiels.
Les résultats du rapport ne pourront être communiqués à des tiers (sauf accord écrit du client).
La reproduction de ce rapport d'essai n'est autorisée que sous sa forme intégrale.
Ce rapport d'essai ne concerne que l’échantillon soumis à essais.
Ce document est signé électroniquement. La signature électronique "qualifiée" est réalisée sur la base d'un certificat qualifié, et conçue
au moyen d’un dispositif sécurisé de création de signature électronique (Les critères de conformité d'une signature électronique
"qualifiée" sont repris dans la loi et ses annexes : la loi du 9/7/2001 et l'arrêté royal du 06 décembre 2002).
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IDENTIFICATION DE L’ÉCHANTILLON

Client : Groupito
Identification du procédé de désinfection : UV mobi Inside
Véhicule d’essai : Range Rover Evoque
Numéro de lot : Non applicable
Date(s) des essais : 29-10-20

2.

CONDITIONS D’ANALYSE

Objectif :
L’objectif de cet essai est d’évaluer l'activité bactéricide du procédé de désinfection par l’UV sur un véhicule.
Les essais ont été réalisés selon le protocole de la norme européenne EN 13697 "Désinfectants et
antiseptiques chimiques - Essai quantitatif de surface non poreuse pour l'évaluation de l'activité bactéricide
et/ou fongicide des désinfectants et des antiseptiques chimiques utilisés dans le domaine de l'agroalimentaire, dans l'industrie, dans les domaines domestiques et en collectivité. - Méthode d'essai sans action
mécanique et prescriptions - (Phase 2, étape 2) – Juillet 2019.

Date de début d’analyse : 29-10-2020
Méthode de neutralisation : Non applicable
Diluant neutralisant : Non applicable
Souche(s) de référence testée(s) : Staphylococcus aureus DSM 346
Concentration(s) du ou des produits soumis à essai : Non applicable
Substance interférente : Non applicable
Diluant du produit utilisé au cours des essais : Non applicable
Température de contact : 15°C – 25°C (température ambiante)
Temps de contact : Défini par le client en fonction du procédé de désinfection
Température d'incubation : 37°C ± 1°C
Identification du ou des surface(s) : Voir tableau en §3.
Conditions de séchage : 28°C.
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IDENTIFICATIONS DES SURFACES
Identification de la surface
Point n°1 : Portiere avant

Point n° 2 : Dessus du volant

Point n° 3 : Ecran tactile

Point n° 4 : Levier de vitesse

Point n° 5 : Portière arrière
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ABRÉVIATIONS

10-x :

Nombre d'UFC comptées à la dilution x.

N:

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC

Nc :

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC par surface d'essai pour le témoin eau.

Nd :

Logarithme du nombre d'UFC par surface d'essai pour l'essai avec le produit.

R:

Réduction logarithmique observée : Nc-Nd
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Résultats
Micro-organisme d’essai : Staphylococcus aureus
Résultats en UFC/boite
Essai de validation
Type d’essai

Suspension
bactérienne d'essai
N
10-6 : 175 ; 179
10-7 : 22 ; 18

Essai sur
Procédé UV mobi
inside
N : 8,25
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Témoin point 1

Témoin point 2

Témoin point 3

Témoin point 4

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 148
10-5 : 11
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 89
10-5 : 10
10-6 : <1

10-3 : >330
10-4 : 89
10-5 : 5
10-6 : <1

10-3 : 261
10-4 : 26
10-5 : <1
10-6 : <1

1,48x106

8,9x105

8,9x105

2,61x105

NC : 6,17

NC : 5,95

NC : 5,95

NC : 5,42
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Micro-organisme d’essai : Staphylococcus aureus
Résultats en UFC/boite
Résultat d’essai
Type d’essai

Essai sur
Procédé UV mobi inside

Réduction (NC-Nd)
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Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

10-0 : >330
10-1 : >330
10-2 : 215
10-3 : 32
10-4 : 3

10-0 : >330
10-1 : >330
10-2 : >330
10-3 : 61
10-4 : 6

10-0 : >330
10-1 : >330
10-2 : 86
10-3 : 6
10-4 : <1

10-0 : >330
10-1 : 75
10-2 : 13
10-3 : 2
10-4 : <1

2,15x104

6,1x104

8,6x103

2,9x101

Nd : 4,33

Nd : 4,79 log

Nd : 3,93 log

NC : 2,88 log

R = 1,84 log

R = 1,16 log

R = 2 ,02 log

R = 2,54
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CONCLUSION

Les essais réalisés selon le protocole de la norme EN 13697 – juillet 2019, montrent qu’après
passage du procédé UV mobi inside, une réduction logarithmique est observée sur la souche de
Staphylococcus aureus sur les points de contact du véhicule testé :
-

Point n° 1 – Portière avant : 1,84 log
Point n°2 – dessus du volant : 1,16 log
Point n° 3 : Ecran tactile : 2,02 log
Point n° 4 – Levier de vitesse : 2,54 log
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